
EMBLETON QUARRY STEERING COMMITTEE 

Minutes of Meeting held on Monday 16 July 2018 

 

Chair  Terry Howells 

Committee Ian Brown, David Cooper, Simon Doughty, Ray Imeson, Denise Metcalfe, Lisa 

Pearson, John Young 

Volunteers Andy Davis, Jean Doughty, Rose Hill, Malcom Scott 

 

Apologies for Absence:- Sarah Cowing, Chris Walwyn James, Gary Woodburn 

Declaration of Interest:- none mentioned 

Confirmation of Minutes of Meeting held on 11 June 2018 - Confirmed as true record. 

Matters arising:- covered by Agenda 

Purchase of Notices:- As discussed at last meeting it was felt that the quote that Terry had got 

for signs was too expensive, Chris had offered to see if he could get price for 1 large sign with 

all information on it. To date Terry had not heard anything from him. A discussion followed 

regarding where signs should be placed, entrance, lake and/or cliff edge. Terry was asked to 

get quote for two signs with dog fouling, lake and cliff edge. 

To graze or to cut:- Simon spoke regarding Gary’s e-mail which Terry had read out. He had 

reservations about grazing due to cost of fencing, animal welfare and that the access could be 

limited for people visiting the quarry. John mentioned that certain breeds of horses and sheep 

are normally used and it could cause problems if a local farmer provided stock which were not 

used to water and may get stuck at the lake edge. After much discussion Ray suggested we cut 

for the first year and look at the grazing aspect next year. 

To fence or not to fence:- It was agreed that we should fence by the quarry entrance. John 

would provide stakes for the entrance to be set at intervals to see if any objection were received 

from Whinstone View residents. There was also discussion as to whether the entrance from the 

middle of Whinstone View should be closed off. Ray mentioned that there should be some 

fencing around the Old Quarry Manager’s house.  It seems that the owner of the house is 

responsible but nobody knows who has bought the house and the County Council is not very 

forthcoming. It was suggested Land Registry should have the information.  Jean offered to try 

and find out. 

John suggested that a soil bund with hawthorn hedging could be placed at the cliff edge and 

behind Whinstone View. John suggested hiring a Digger for a week as it is cheaper to do that 

than hire on a daily basis. He suggested this would cost about £450 for a 13 tonne one. The 

cost of an operator would be about £35 per hour. John said he would do it but he would need 

to be paid and work a full week rather than just volunteering on an “as and when he was 

available”. He then went on to explain how to maintain it so that it would thicken up. Simon 

said that he knew where he could get hawthorn plants and that they were in cells rather than 

bare root. He advised the Committee that he and Jean had planted over 800 trees in about 2 



weeks but with volunteers it would be easier. Ray was meeting someone later that night and he 

would get a quote for a digger from him. 

Terry mentioned that there are some stones behind the bus shelter which belonged to the quarry 

so if we had a digger in could the stones be moved further into the site.  This was agreed. 

Application for Grants:- Simon informed the Committee that the Lottery application had been 

posted on 8 July2018 and he received, by e-mail an acknowledgement that the application had 

been received.  

Gary had mentioned in his e-mail to Terry about grants from Natural England. There are 2 tiers 

that can be applied for. He felt that we would have a chance with the middle tier. There were 

figures for fencing and gates. A discussion followed regarding this. Ian suggested that we 

register the land with Rural Land Registry as we would need a land parcel number to apply for 

any grant under the Countryside Stewardship Scheme. John said that we would have to provide 

a soil sample and possibly a fresh water sample. 

Site Layout:- Terry said that he had asked Adam Gilroy for the use of his film that was shown 

at the initial open meeting. Simon produced a google map showing where the paths were. Gary 

had suggested moving the path at the North end of the lake away from the water so avoiding 

any disturbance to wildlife nesting in the edge.  Ray asked where the shipping container would 

be sited if we were successful with the Lottery Application. Simon advised him of his suggested 

bearing in mind that it had to be brought in with a crane on the wagon to lift into position. Ray 

suggested that it might be safer and more secure if it was nearer the quarry wall. Simon thought 

that a lorry would not be able to get there but John said that it could be moved to the wall with 

a fork lift. It would need a hardstanding but this could be done when the digger was there. It 

was agreed that the current paths would be cut and maintained. 

Work for Volunteers:- Simon said that some work had been done to remove 1 cotoneaster 

and that the cuttings had been taken to Re-cycling in Alnwick but that as a result of that visit 

both he and Jean had suffered from hay fever. He explained that he had made some old 

fashioned thistle cutters and that you cut and leave. Ragwort would have to be pulled out by 

hand, wearing gloves, and then burned and that he had a garden incinerator that he could 

provide and burn them in that rather than an open fire. He said that he would e-mail the 

volunteers to see what day and time they are available. 

Treasurer’s Report:- nothing to report.  

Date of next meeting:- 20 August 2018 at 7.00p.m. in the Ladies Room at Creighton Hall 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Actions check list 

Quote for signs         Terry 

Provide stakes for boundary fence at Quarry entrance    John 

Contact Land Registry re Quarry Manager’s House     Jean 

Quotation for hire of digger        Ray 

Price for hawthorn trees, stakes and tubes      Simon 

Days when Volunteers would prefer to be available     Simon 

 

 

 

 

 

 


